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ABSTRACT – The development of evidence-based guide-

lines requires scrupulous attention to the method of crit-

ical appraisal. Many critical appraisal systems give ‘gold

standard’ status to randomised controlled trials (RCTs)

due to their ability to limit bias. While guidelines with a

prominent research base consisting of RCTs have been

well served by such systems, specialist societies with

research bases consisting of a wide range of study

designs have been at a disadvantage, potentially leading

to inappropriately low grades being given for recommen-

dations. A review of the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines

Network, the Grading of Recommendations Assessment,

Development and Evaluation, the Graphic Appraisal Tool

for Epidemiology and the National Service Framework for

Long Term Conditions grading systems was therefore

undertaken. A matrix was developed suggesting the

optimum grading system for the type of guideline being

developed or question being addressed by a specialist

society. 
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Introduction

The production of an evidence-based guideline requires a sys-
tematic review and critical appraisal of the literature relevant
to the scope of the guideline, as guideline recommendations
are graded on the strength of evidence on which they are
based. The plethora of grading systems available, make it diffi-
cult for guideline developers to choose which system to adopt
resulting in different guidelines using different systems and
confusion among users.

The problem that guideline developers face is that the
majority of grading hierarchies are created with randomised
controlled trials (RCTs) as the ‘gold standard’ due to their
ability to reduce possible study biases and confounders.
However, guidelines developed by specialist societies often
pose questions on prognosis or patient’s views, rather than on

the effectiveness of pharmacological interventions; these ques-
tions are best answered by observational studies or qualitative
research. This over reliance on RCTs being at the top of the evi-
dence pinnacle often results in specialist society-based guide-
lines assigning inappropriately low grades to their recommen-
dations and hence reducing their legitimacy.

The aims of this paper are to:

• review the strengths and weaknesses of the current major
grading systems in the context of their use by specialist
societies

• identify the optimum grading system for the type of guide-
line being developed or question being addressed by the
specialist society.

Method

A small working group was formed from members of the Royal
College of Physicians’ Clinical Effectiveness Forum.1 The sys-
tems that were chosen for review were the Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN), the Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation
(GRADE), the Graphic Appraisal Tool for Epidemiology
(GATE) and the National Service Framework for Long Term
Conditions (NSF-LTC) grading system. The review of SIGN
was chosen due to its established use by societies; GRADE, a
relatively new system, was chosen due to its perceived method-
ological rigour and the extensive resources used to produce its
appraisal system. A review of the NSF-LTC system was con-
ducted due to its ability to offer an alternative to SIGN and
GRADE through its holistic interpretation of medical research.
The GATE system was reviewed due to its simplicity, clarity
and ability to be used to critically appraise different types of
studies.

The review was undertaken in conjunction with discussions
with the system developers and technical advisors from the
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE),
and was signed off by the Clinical Effectiveness Forum and
subgroup.2 The systems were reviewed in the context of their
use by a specialist society; where members of the guideline
development groups critically appraise the papers forming the
evidence review of the guideline and assign grades for the evi-
dence and recommendations. A matrix was then developed to
reflect the strengths and weaknesses of each system in relation
to each other and in the context of the characteristics of dif-
ferent fields of research.
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Results 

Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network

SIGN is a widely used critical appraisal and evidence hierarchy
which has the advantage of being simple and clear to use and
therefore suitable for small or low-resource guideline develop-
ment groups. The aim of the SIGN system is to ensure that the
extent of the internal and external validity of a study is
robustly assessed and leads to the final grade for a recommen-
dation. The methodology behind the system is based on a set
of variables that recognise key factors, especially bias and con-
founding, that can influence the quality of a study or its con-
clusion.

The SIGN methodology includes checklists to critically
appraise studies, with one checklist for each of the following
study types: systematic reviews and meta-analyses, RCTs,
cohort studies, case-control studies, diagnostic studies and
economic studies. SIGN undertook an evaluation and iterative
adaptation process for each checklist. The raison d’être of sys-
tematic appraisal is to reduce study and appraiser bias. SIGN
emphasise the aspects of study design which can lead to biased
results and, importantly, SIGN also acknowledges the direction
of that bias. Though the methodology clearly gives the gold
standard to RCTs it is recognised that non-randomised studies
can strengthen or question the results of RCTs. Overall assess-
ment of the strength of the evidence within each paper is based
on a grading criteria of ‘��’, ‘�’ or ‘�’, as illustrated in 
Table 1.3

The final grade given to the evidence is based on the lowest
level of evidence applicable to a key outcome produced
through assessing the overall body of evidence. The reason for
this is to reduce the overstatement to the risk of benefits. The
grades given to the recommendations are based on an ‘A, B, C,
D’ system (Table 2).3 SIGN include two caveats when grading
the overall recommendation. Firstly, strong recommendations
should usually not be given if they are based on only a small
number of studies. Secondly, the grading level does not relate
to the importance of the recommendation, but to the quality
or strength of the evidence and studies that support it.3 In
essence, this means that the SIGN grading recommendation
indicates the likelihood the outcome of the recommendation
can be achieved.

Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation

The GRADE working group argue that confusion is created by
differences and inconsistencies in existing critical appraisal
systems.4 The GRADE system was produced through extensive
analysis of other systems and alternatives. The aim was to
detect and resolve inherent weaknesses in the other systems
while including their strengths, and producing a universal,
easily understandable and practical system that can be utilised
by a wide variety of practice areas in a number of different

contexts. There are four levels in grading the overall quality of
evidence (Table 3).5 It is contingent on the lowest quality of all
outcomes that are important for making a decision.

Like SIGN, GRADE places observational studies in lower
regard than RCTs, but acknowledges that there may be poor
RCTs and strong observational studies. Although the study
design initially leads to the hierarchical grading of a study, the

Levels of evidence

1�� High quality meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs,
or RCTs with a very low risk of bias

1� Well conducted meta-analyses, systematic reviews, or
RCTs with a low risk of bias

1� Meta-analyses, systematic reviews, or RCTs with a high
risk of bias

2�� High quality systematic reviews of case control or cohort
studies. High quality case control or cohort studies with
a very low risk of confounding or bias and a high
probability that the relationship is causal

2� Well conducted case control or cohort studies with a low
risk of confounding or bias and a moderate probability
that the relationship is causal

2� Case control or cohort studies with a high risk of
confounding or bias and a significant risk that the
relationship is not causal 

3 Case reports, case series

4 Expert opinion

RCTs � randomised controlled trials.

Table 1. Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN)
grades for evidence.

A At least one meta-analysis, systematic review, or RCT rated
as 1��, and directly applicable to the target population; or

A body of evidence consisting principally of studies rated
as 1�, directly applicable to the target population, and
demonstrating consistency of results

B A body of evidence including studies rated as 2��,
directly applicable to the target population, and
demonstrating overall consistency of results; or

Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 1�� or 1�

C A body of evidence including studies rated as 2�, directly
applicable to the target population and demonstrating
overall consistency of results; or

Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2��

D Evidence level 3 or 4; or

Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2�

RCT � randomised controlled trial. 

Table 2. Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN)
grades for recommendations. 
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study quality may raise or lower that grading.6 RCTs with some
limitations will lead to a ‘moderate’ categorisation while RCTs
with a number of limitations will lead to a ‘low’ categorisation.
Conversely, there may be instances where observational studies
are upgraded to ‘moderate’ – or in very rare cases – ‘high
quality’ categories. Diagnostic studies can be graded as high
quality evidence, but to do so they generally have to be RCTs
with very few limitations in study design.

The four main determinants for the strength of recommen-
dation are:

• the balance between the desirable and undesirable conse-
quences when compared to the alternative intervention or
management strategy

• the quality of evidence and size of effect 

• the value placed by stakeholders on the benefits, risks and
inconvenience of the management strategy and its alterna-
tive 

• high opportunity cost.7

Quality is not the only determinant for the strength of rec-
ommendations, therefore, the GRADE system (like SIGN) sep-
arates the grading of the quality of evidence from the grading
of the strength of recommendation.8 In a move towards sim-
plicity and clarity only two levels of recommendation are used:
strong and weak. Strong recommendations mean that they
should be adopted by most of the three key stakeholders
(patients, physicians and policy makers). A weak recommenda-
tion, however, means that while many patients will benefit
from the recommendation, clinicians and policy makers
should carefully consider circumstances and contexts before
abiding by it.7

Graphic Appraisal Tool for Epidemiology

The GATE framework is largely a pictorial tool initially aimed at
students and people who are not experts in epidemiology.9 As a
result, it is both simple and clear. GATE pictorially depicts the
generic design for all epidemiological studies as illustrated in
Fig 1.9 The framework consists of a triangle, circle, square and
arrows, which incorporate the PECOT (or PICOT) frame
(Participants, Exposure/Intervention, Comparison, Time).

Filling in the GATE framework helps appraisers to under-
stand what question is addressed by the study and how the
investigators addressed it. This is important because on occa-
sion the title is either obscure or asks a different question to the
one answered in the study. Once the GATE frame is filled in,
the study is ready to be critically appraised.

The acronym RAMMbo (Represent, Allocation/Adjustment,
Maintain, Measured, Blind or objective) is used to guide asses-
sors to ask the key questions about potential bias in a study. The
GATE system and RAMMbo facilitates an assessment of the
overall impact of a study’s limitations. This is done by assessing
the likely direction and the degree of impact each limitation has
on the study. Once the overall impact of the limitations has
been assessed, a judgement can be made about their impact on
the study and their impact on the estimate of effect of the inter-
vention. Utilisation of the GATE framework allows for the
calculation of occurrence, incidence and size of effect.

To assist with the development of recommendations, a large
‘X’ is depicted under the GATE frame. The ‘X’ is used to iden-
tify the four quadrants of issues that need to be integrated to
develop a meaningful evidence-based recommendation,
including the evidence, patient values, clinical considerations
and policy issues. Once the evidence is highlighted, experts are
better able to consider the other factors already established by
the framework to make a final recommendation. Although the
GATE tool is an excellent one for teaching critical appraisal of
papers, it does not assign a grade to papers or recommenda-
tions and therefore its use in guideline development is limited.

National Service Framework for Long Term Conditions
grading system 

The NSF-LTC typology was created to deal with the challenges of
the research base of long-term conditions (LTCs).10 Typically the

Fig 1. The Graphic Appraisal Tool for Epidemiology (GATE)
framework. (Reproduced from Annals of Internal Medicine
with permission).9

High Further research is very unlikely to change [the]   
confidence in the estimate of effect

Moderate Further research is likely to have an important 
impact on [the] confidence in the estimate of
effect and may change the estimate

Low Further research is very likely to have an important 
impact on [the] confidence in the estimate of
effect and is likely to change the estimate

Very low Any estimate of effect is very uncertain

Table 3. Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) grades for evidence.
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research base for LTCs tends to be more varied than traditional
intervention studies, and can include longitudinal, case-report
and qualitative studies, as well as expert opinion. These types of
studies can also be found in the literature base of other specialties,
such as occupational and sexual health. Current systems do not
adequately address these types of studies and are not geared
towards such conditions. The characteristics of life-long condi-
tions pose a number of obstacles that traditional RCT research
designs find difficult to cope with, such as the amorphous nature
of the condition and the complexity of interventions.

These characteristics in part led to the identification of three
criteria required for the new NSF-LTC typology. Firstly, the
viewpoint and experience of professionals, service users, their
families and carers must be taken into account as valid evi-
dence. Secondly, emphasis should be placed on the quality of
the study design and its generalisability, with the acknowledge-
ment that qualitative, quantitative and mixed studies as well as
expert opinion could be equally valid depending on the con-
text and quality of the design. Thirdly, the typology should
have a framework that can be applied to all types of research
design and be practical, simple and quick.10

The type of evidence reviewed is differentiated by an ‘E’ (sig-
nifying ‘expert’ evidence – be it user, carer or professional) or ‘R’
(signifying research-based evidence) grade. Expert evidence is
undertaken through consultation or consensus processes while
research-based evidence is assessed in three categories (design,
quality and applicability) and then awarded a grade. The design
category is split into three, with each subsection containing a
further subsection (Table 4).10

Quality is assessed through five questions, each being scored
by a 0, 1 or 2. ‘No’ is denoted by a ‘0’, ‘In part’ is denoted by a
‘1’, and ‘Yes’ is denoted by a ‘2’. The five questions are as follows:

1 ‘Are the research question/aims and design clearly stated?’
2 ‘Is the research design appropriate for the aims and objec-

tives of the research?’

3 ‘Are the methods clearly described?’
4 ‘Is the data adequate to support the authors’ interpreta-

tions/conclusions?’
5 ‘Are the results generalisable?’

A poor quality study will score three or less. A medium quality
study will score between four and six, while a high quality study
will score seven or above. Applicability is then rated based on
‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ subcategories and the overall rating for a
research-based evidence is an amalgamation of the scores for all
the categories. For example, ‘P2 high direct’ would signify that
the research-based evidence is a qualitative study, which is of
high quality and directly applicable to the context. Each recom-
mendation is given a grading (A, B or C) based on the overall
quality of evidence (Table 5).10

Summary

The final categorisation of the appropriate critical appraisal
and grading system(s) as shown in Table 6 identifies the strengths
and weaknesses in relation to the field of research. This is to
acknowledge that the optimal system depends on the nature of
the research question posed.

Conclusion

The research base of specialist societies tends to consist of a
wide range of research fields and study types and to be disad-
vantaged by traditional grading systems. The gold standard
status of RCTs within these systems means that graded recom-
mendations in evidence-based guidelines, with a research base
mostly consisting of non-RCTs, are often low. Furthermore,

Grade Criteria

Research grade A More than one study of high quality score
(�7/10); and

At least one of these has direct applicability

Research grade B One high quality study; or

More than one medium quality study
(4–6/10); and

At least one of these has direct applicability

Or

More than one study of high quality score
(�7/10) of indirect applicability 

Research grade C One medium quality study (4–6/10)

Or

Lower quality (2–03/10) studies; or

Indirect studies only

Table 5. National Service Framework grades for evidence.

Primary research-based evidence

P1 Primary research using quantitative approaches

P2 Primary research using qualitative approaches

P3 Primary research using mixed methods (qualitative
and quantitative)

Secondary research-based evidence

S1 Meta-analysis of existing data analysis

S2 Secondary analysis of existing data

Review-based evidence

R1 Systematic reviews of existing research

R2 Descriptive of summary reviews of existing research

Table 4. National Service Framework categories used to
classify design.
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rigid grading systems may be misinterpreted in that users may
assume that an absence of evidence means that there is evi-
dence against a recommendation, when in reality it means that
there is no evidence available for or against a clinical action.
Another unintended consequence of grading systems is that
those which have the highest grading of evidence of effective-
ness may be given clinical priority over clinically more impor-
tant recommendations which have been given a lower grading
simply because they are backed by weaker evidence.

Appraisal systems have to balance simplicity with clarity while
providing scope for flexibility and explicit judgements. Such a

balance is difficult to maintain. The decision on which grading
system should be used for specialist society guidelines depends
on the research area to which the guideline questions pertain. If
the research field and study designs for a guideline are largely
homogenous, then one system need only be used. If, as is often
the case, the study designs are heterogeneous, the specialist
society will need to carefully consider the options for critical
appraisal systems. While it is possible to consider using differing
appraisal systems for different study designs this is likely to be
confusing and impractical in reality. Specialist societies would
be better advised to select the one which will most effectively

Adrian Baker, Katharine Young, Jonathan Potter and Ira Madan
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Suggested appraisal 

Field of research Preferred study design system Strengths Weaknesses

Therapy RCTs SIGN or GRADE Both are established systems; Training is required for both 
appraisal focus is on RCTs

GRADE: classifies study types 
by hierarchy

Diagnosis Cross-sectional survey GRADE or NSF GRADE: allows the GRADE: classifies study types
assessment of a number by hierarchy
of variables

NSF: easy to use, flexible NSF: fewer variables assessed

Screening Cross-sectional survey GRADE or NSF GRADE: robust appraisal GRADE: classifies study types 
or RCT or Cohort studies system; strong on RCTs by hierarchy 

NSF: easy to use; flexible NSF: fewer variables assessed 

Does not explicitly take into 
account confounding and
size of effect

Prognosis Prospective cohort NSF Easy to use; flexible Does not explicitly take into 
account confounding and 
size of effect

Causation Cohort/case-control GRADE More robust at appraising Requires training; weak on 
observational studies than case reports
SIGN; emphasises explicit 
judgements to increase 
transparency

Psychometric Cross-sectional survey NSF Easy to use; little path Places expert opinion on 
studies dependencya; equal status to other 

acknowledges expert studies
opinion  

Qualitative studies Qualitative studies NSF Easy to use; little path May lead to implicit 
dependency; acknowledges judgements
qualitative studies more 
than other studies; Places expert opinion on 
acknowledges expert equal status to other studies
opinion

aPath dependency occurs when a system, framework or set of questions leads the user towards a preconceived outcome in terms of the maximum grade that can
be awarded or the likely range of grades that will be awarded due to a study design; GRADE = Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and
Evaluation; NSF = National Service Framework; RCTs = randomised controlled trials; SIGN = Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network.

Table 6. Summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the grading systems reviewed in relation to the type of study being
appraised.
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address the predominant type of study design being appraised.
Further work is being done to assess the ease of use and inter-
assessor reliability of the grading systems reviewed in this paper.
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